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National Urban Livelihood Mission in Panoor Municipality  so far….. 

In Social Mobilization & Institutional Development (SMID) 

 67 NHGs were formed, which has made inclusion of 1206 women members . 

 All necessary handhold support like grading, Module 1& 2 training, linkage loan 

etc were given 

 24 special NHGS were formed 

 204 NHGs were given RF 

 100% FINANACIAL LITTERACY CLASSES WERE GIVEN TO ALL NHGS 

Support to Urban Street Vendors (SUSV) 

ID CARD distributed to 72 Street Vendors and drafted by-law and waiting for TVC and counsel 

approval. Also is in the process of conducing TVC Election. 

Employment through Skill Training and Placement (ESTP) 

Mobilization camps were conducted on regular basis and mobilisation is also done through social 

media. So far CMMU has able to register 185 candidates in the EST&P Scheme and able to 

enroll 141 candidates in the available courses in various centres. 78 candidates were successfully 

placed and 1 candidate started doing self employment 

SELF EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM(SEP) 

22 units are beneficiaries of NULM SEPS.  

 1 ME  are started using RF of ADS.  

30 ME are started using linkage loan. 

The first Electric Auto in Panoor started its service is a NULM SEP. 

A coffee vending machine installed in bakery in Panoor town with monthly income of Rs5000. 

A Cloth bag unit started with Rs500000 project cost , an alternative for plastic bag . 

VAN’S infotec started by a woman beneficiary mainly gives services like designing websites, 

softwares and also creating social media advertisements. 



A unit which provides steel glasses , plates and vessels for rent and also provides decorating 

materials for functions and marraiges. 

3Mobile health care unit checking blood pressure, sugar etc – a door to door service, started with 

cost of Rs 200000. 

An event management unit is started with 15 members and also supplying glasses and plates for 

rent . The project cost is Rs500000 

Nano market  a helping hand to 8 ME units placed in a NULM mini super market. 

 

Marketing assistance provided by CMMU to beneficiaries 

Monthly Market, Nano Market, Door to door selling, Tie up with super markets, office market, 

festival market ,marketing through social media etc. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


